Friday, October 26, 2018 – Paper Session 1 – 11:00am – 12:30pm - Spring Lake

Moderator: Pat Clark  Topic: Curriculum Magic

1. Keep Moving Forward: Evolving Curricular Assistance Using Custom Question Banks - Authors: Skye Bickett; Meghan Di Rito; Jiehyun Lee; Dennis Peffley – 11:00 – 11:15

2. Patient Encounter: Using Virtual EHR to Integrate Library Resources with Second-Year Medical Students - Authors: Kathy Davies; Ansley Stuart; Sandra Bandy; Gail Kouame; Frances Yang; Nicole Winston – 11:18 – 11:33

3. Can You Credit This? A Credit-Bearing Information Literacy Course for Graduate Health Science Students - Authors: Mary E. Edwards; Hannah F. Norton; Margaret Ansell; Nancy Schaefer; Michele R. Tennant – 11:36 – 11:51

4. Speeding Ahead: Assessing Trends in Distance Librarian Services for Advanced Practice Nursing Programs – Authors: Elizabeth G. Hinton; Gregg A. Stevens; Roy E. Brown – 11:54 – 12:09

5. Exploring Best Practices for Librarian Integration into Case-Based Small Group Learning - Authors: Gail Kouame; Julie Gaines – 12:12 – 12:27

Friday, October 26, 2018 – Paper Session 1 – 11:00am – 12:30pm - Rock Lake

Moderator: Geneva Staggs  Topic: Evidence Based Practice at Warp Speed

1. Redesigning a Hospital’s Evidence-Based Practice Course – Authors: Emily Brennan; Amanda Davis; Rebecca Harper – 11:00 – 11:15

2. Remote Reference Clinics: Supporting a New Physician Assistant Program in Evidence-Based Medicine (EBM) Courses – Authors: Rebecca Roth; Francisco J. Fajardo – 11:18 – 11:33

3. Improving Healthcare Stewardship with Embedded Diagnostic Consultation Services – Authors: Stephanie Hendren; Brandy Gunsolus – 11:36 – 11:51

4. Using Journal Club to Upgrade Pediatric Residents' Understanding of Evidence-Based Practice - Authors: Stephanie Hendren; Gail Kouame; Ansley Stuart; Peter Shipman; Darra Ballance; Rebecca Yang – 11:54 – 12:09

5. Embarrassment of Riches: Adapting to a Surfeit of Instruction Time Teaching Evidence-Based Dentistry Concepts to First-Year Dental Students – Author: Peter Shipman – 12:12 – 12:27

Friday, October 26, 2018 – Paper Session 2 - 3:30pm – 5:00pm - Spring Lake

Moderator: Emily Brennan  Topic: The Future in Research I


2. Changing the Conversation from Avoiding Predatory Journals to Finding and Evaluating the Right Journal – Authors: Terri Gotschall; Shalu Gillum – 3:48 – 4:03

3. Assessing Our Judgement: Comparing Librarian and Allied Health Professionals’ Evaluation of Relevance of Search Results – Authors: Jane Morgan-Daniel; Nancy Schaefer – 4:06 – 4:21

4. Big Idea for a Big Challenge: Influencing Reproducibility on an Institutional Scale – Authors: Melissa L. Rethlefsen; Tisha Mentnech; Donna Baluchi; Heidi Greenberg; Mellanye Lackey – 4:24 – 4:39

5. Warp Speed Ahead! Crash! How a Failed Project Identified a Much Larger Obstacle – Authors: Christine Andresen; Emily P. Jones – 4:42 – 4:57
Friday, October 26, 2018 – Paper Session 2 - 3:30pm – 5:00pm - Rock Lake

Moderator: Carrie Cullen   Topic: Boldly Going: Community and Consumer Health

1. *Promoting Health Information Access through Community Partnerships* – Authors: Margaret Ansell; Susan Harnett; Jane Morgan-Daniel  – 3:30 – 3:45
2. *Piloting Consumer Health Resources to Nurse and Patient Educators* – Authors: Lindsay Blake; Alice Jaggers– 3:48 – 4:03
3. *The Resourceful-U Family Caregiving Strengths-Building Education and Support Group: A Florida Library and Aging Network Partnership Project* – Authors: Mary M. Howrey; Michael Bryant; Sarah Nielsen; Vanessa Rico-Robie– 4:06 – 4:21
4. *Boldly Going to New Horizons: Engaging the Community in Biomedical Research and Precision Medicine* – Authors: Peter Shipman; Gail Kouame– 4:24 – 4:39

Saturday, October 27, 2018 – Paper Session 3 - 3:30pm – 5:00pm - Spring Lake

Moderator: Susan Harnett   Topic: The Future in Research II

1. *Building a Framework to Guide Residents through Scholarly Activities* – Authors: Lindsay Blake, Jennie Kirby, Jennifer White  – 3:30 – 3:45
3. *Using a Reflexive Process to Investigate Organizational Change: The Use of the Research Spider Matrix* – Author: Ardis Hanson; Allison Howard; Randall L. Polo; Krystal Bullers; Stephanie M. Tomlinson; John J. Orriola; Kristen A. Sakmar– 4:06 – 4:21

Saturday, October 27, 2018 – Paper Session 3 - 3:30pm – 5:00pm - Rock Lake

Moderator: Tara Douglas-Williams   Topic: Keeping Up With and Ahead of Trends

1. *The Magic of Medicine: Creativity and Innovation in the Health Sciences* – Authors: Skye Bickett; Meghan Di Rito; Erica Rosalle  – 3:30 – 3:45
2. *Serving Today’s Students while Creating the Library of Tomorrow* – Authors: Natalie Logue; Brenda Seago– 3:48 – 4:03
3. *Making Magic: Fostering Innovation with a Creative Technology Lab in the Health Sciences Library* – Authors: Natalie Logue; Gail Kouame; Bettina Askew; Vonny Nogales– 4:06 – 4:21